Twizy’s are here!
RENT YOUR TWIZY TODAY FROM OUR CONVENIENT ONSITE LOCATION.

THEY’RE THE SAFE, COMFORTABLE AND FUN WAY TO SEE THE ISLAND.
IT’S ELECTRIC: BOOGIE WOOGIE WOOGIE
Which means the Twizy produces zero emissions. The electric motor only has four moving parts making it extremely reliable.

LASTS ALL DAY
With a range of 80+ Km per charge, the whole of Bermuda and then some is accessible on a single charge.

POWER-UP
The Twizy takes under 3 hours to fully charge from empty. Our customers will charge-up overnight at their hotel, or top-up at one of our conveniently located charge-points around the island.

LOCK AND LOAD
There is a lockable glove compartment for storing valuables and some extra storage behind the passenger seat for larger possessions.

And did we mention they’re lots of fun to drive!

SAFETY FIRST
The Twizy comes equipped with a driver’s airbag, 4-point safety belt for the driver and a 3-point safety belt for the passenger. There is side impact protection and a tubular chassis developed by Renaultsport (the Formula 1 team) to offer further protection. The Twizy will be the safest rental vehicle available in Bermuda!

YOU’VE GOT THIS
With the stability of four wheels, foot pedals for braking and accelerating and a steering wheel, the Twizy operates like a car only easier and more fun. The digital screen on the dashboard shows your speed, your remaining driving range and your energy consumption.

BE MY WINGMAN
Cockpit-style seating will have you feeling like Maverick and Goose. The Twizy seats two passengers in pillion (one behind the other) keeping the vehicles width to under 4ft, ideal for narrow roads. The steering wheel is also centrally located making for an easier transition to driving on the left.

Contact the Concierge on ext. 5779 for more information.
thehamiltonprincess.com
currentvehicles.com